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Role of parliament in budget process 

 

 

“This power over the purse, in fact, be regarded 

as the most complete and effectual weapon with 

which any constitution can arm the immediate 

representatives of the people, for obtaining a 

redress of every grievance, and for carrying into 

effect every just and salutary measure.” 
Publius, Federalist Papers 58 



A Comparative Examination of the Role of Parliament 

Indices of Organization and Powers for OECD Countries 

Source: Wehner, Joachim, 2006, “Assessing the power of the Purse: An Index of Legislative Budget Institutions,” Political 
Studies , Vol. 54, No. 4, pp. 767-785. 



Key Observations 

 

• Large variations among the OECD countries 

 

 

• Only 0ne-third of countries score above 50 

 

 

• In only a small number of countries the 

organization index is larger than the powers 

index.  

 

 



Role of Parliament in African Countries 

Indices of Powers and Organization for African Countries 

Source: Wehner, J,. And de Renzio, P., 2008, “Budget Practices and Procedures in Africa,” Collaborative Africa Budget Reform 
Initiative and African Development Bank. 



Shared Responsibilities of All Parliamentarians 

  

• The power of the purse – appropriating funds for 

the operation of the government 

 

• Monitoring of budget implementation –

concurrent scrutiny 

 

• Ex-post scrutiny- audit of public accounts and 

holding the government to account for results 

 



Why is it important for parliaments to have a 

 meaningful role in budget process? 

  

A meaningful role for parliament is essential to 

ensure: 

 

• Strong economic management 

 

• Transparency in nation’s finances 

 

• Accountability of the executive branch  

 



Challenges facing parliamentarians and  

parliamentary committees 

  

• Asymmetry of information 

 

• Lack of resources 

 

• Time pressure 

 

• Lack of transparency 

 



What would parliaments need to fulfill their mandate? 

 
• Constitutional and procedural changes to move 

countries along the spectrum 

 

• Expanding the capacity of parliamentarians and 

parliamentary committees to discharge their 

responsibilities 

» Research staff for budget committees 

» Internal parliamentary research service 

» Independent parliamentary budget office 

 

 

 



Proposed OECD Principles for IFIs 

1. Local ownership 

 

2. Independence and non-partisanship 

 

3. Clear legislated mandate 

 

4. Resources commensurate with mandate 

 

 

 

 



Proposed OECD Principles for IFIs 

5. Support the legislatures’ accountability 

function in the budget process 

 

6. Legislated access to free and timely 

information from the executive  

 

7. Transparent operations 

 



“If the House of Commons by any possibility lose 

the power of the control of the grants of public 

money, depend upon it, your very liberty will be 

worth very little in comparison.”  

William Ewart Gladstone, 1891 


